
 

 

 

LEIF ERIKSON – MISSION OVERVIEW  

 

Mission 1 

‘When frustration rises – think only of the consequences.’ 

King Olaf has summoned your Vikings! In their first mission, they must make the treacherous journey from Greenland to Norway. This will be no easy feat and it’s 
not guaranteed that they will survive. In a battle of will and determination, Vikings will travel by long boat along a perilous route. Exceptionally strong winds, 
icebergs and giant basking sharks will be encountered along the way. Have your Vikings got what it takes to follow the King’s command? 

Mission 2 

‘The cyclone builds its power from a calm centre.’ 

Following a successful venture to Norway, Vikings now set sail on their return. King Olaf is pleased with their work and requests that they head home to honour 
their wonderful King! The Vikings board their long boat. However, shortly into the journey, the weather takes a turn for the worse. A vicious cyclone is approaching 
and visibility is incredibly poor. Teams will need to work together in order to manoeuvre their way successfully around the danger zones! 

Mission 3 

‘Communication leads to Community.’  

Upon their successful return to Norway, teams receive a message from a fellow Norse explorer, Bjarni Herjolfsson. He informs them of a newfound land, west of 
Greenland. The exact location is unknown, as the message has been mixed up upon the journey! Vikings must collaborate and use excellent problem solving skills, 
to decode the scrambled message, before setting sail, once again, for the mysterious unknown land.  

Mission 4 

‘Build fewer walls and more bridges.’ 

Following yet another treacherous but successful journey, your Vikings have arrived safely in a region north of Vinland. Leif named this icy, harsh landscape 
‘Helluland’. As the Vikings disembark the long boat, they are faced with temperatures far below freezing and intimidating, monstrous walls of rock and ice. To 
explore this land further, they must dismantle part of the barrier blocking their path. It is too unstable to walk over and too heavy for humans to lift, have your 
teams got the strength and motivation to complete this back breaking task?   

Mission 5 

‘Keep your eyes on the forest, not on the trees.’ 

Exhausted and weak, the Vikings have managed to pass the rocky ice lands. They have arrived at the perimeter of ‘Markland’. This is a place with a vastly different 
landscape but offers equal threat and danger. Dense forest provides little space or opportunity to develop a colony but the Vikings agree to explore the area 
further. Navigating the maze-like forest will require patience and the Viking’s finest communication skills.  

Mission 6 

‘The lessons of a journey are more important than the destination.’  

The Vikings have made it to Vinland! As well as King Olaf’s crew, another exploration team have also discovered Vinland. Both are looking to use the destination to 
develop a colony, but there’s only room for one. Which team of Vikings has what it takes to rule and occupy Vinland? Will their powers of persuasion be successful 
in securing a new homeland?  

Mission 7 

‘Waste an hour in the morning and you’ll be looking for it all day.’ 

The land is secured and our Vikings are ready to colonise! The first step is to construct the basic infrastructure. Planning, preparation and communication are vital. 
Using the landscape to their advantage and following Viking traditions, can the team construct a successful hamlet for potential residents?  

Mission 8 

‘We will be known forever by the tracks we leave.’ 

In honour of their leader and his determination, strength and belief during the Viking’s monumental journey, it has been agreed that a statue will be erected within 
their settlement. Leif Erikson is still remembered and has left a lasting legacy. Creativity, communication and respect will be required to succeed in this final 
mission. Have all your Vikings made it to the end of this gruelling journey? Will their contributions result in a lasting legacy?  
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